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First Grade  First Quarter: Thinking Like a Scientist 

Grade Band Theme: Observations of the Environment 

This theme focuses on helping students develop the skills for systematic discovery to understand the science of the physical world around them in 

greater depth by using scientific inquiry. 

Topic: Thinking Like a Scientist 

This topic focuses on readying first grade students for the year’s science investigations and studies by familiarizing them with the methods and 

processes of science in the elementary school. 

Science Inquiry and Application 

During the years of PreK-4 all students must become proficient in the use of the following scientific processes, with appropriate laboratory safety 

techniques, to construct their knowledge and understanding in all science content areas: 

• I can plan and conduct simple investigations.

• I can employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and extend the senses.

• I can use appropriate mathematics with data to construct reasonable explanations.

• I can communicate about observations, investigations, and explanations.

• I can review and ask questions about the observations and explanations of others.

Prior Knowledge Current Content Elaboration Future Application of the Concept 

 Students worked with the basic 

science process skills in 

Kindergarten. 

The emphasis of this content statement is 

to build a grade appropriate understanding 

of the basic science processes they will be 

using throughout elementary school, 

including: observe, classify, communicate, 

experiment, predict, problem solve, 

measure, infer, hypothesize, control 

variables, interpret data, design, 

representation, reasoning and proof, safety, 

connect, compare, and draw conclusions. 

Student mastery will include understanding of the 

following: 

Students will use all of the basic science process skills 

appropriately and understand their importance in conducting 

investigations and communicating the results of those 

communications to others. 

Time Frame:  3 weeks 
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Common Misconceptions: 

 The process of science is purely analytic and does not involve creativity.  (“When I work on a science investigation, I can only follow the 

directions, without adding any ideas of my own.”) 

Investigations that don’t reach a firm, definite conclusion are useless and unpublishable.  (“This investigation didn’t prove what I set out to prove, 

so it’s a waste of time.”) 

Science is boring. (“Science is boring!”) 

Daily “Thinking Like a Scientist” Lessons: 

Day 1: 
• Introduction to the year’s science class

• “Tour the Room”

• Assign class roles (e.g., Timer, Material Getter, Recorder)

Day 2: 
• Introduction to Lab Safety, Procedures, and Supplies

• Suggested Read-aloud: Lessons in Science Safety with Max Axiom, Super Scientist by Donald B. Lemke and

Thomas K. Addison (or another book about science process skills)

• Create a Science Safety flip-book and illustrate

Day 3: 
• Begin Lab, emphasizing Safety Procedures

• “Make a Mixture” **Non-food items can be used!**

• Science Process Skills practiced: Observe, Communicate, Safety, Draw 

Conclusions 

Day 4: • Complete Lab, emphasizing Safety Procedures
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Day 5: 
• Wrap up discussion of safety and its importance

• Possible game, video, or song (Suggested UnitedStreaming video: “Professor Fritz” (a segment of “Timothy

Goes to School”)

• Use Elmo, SmartBoard, document camera, or overhead materials

Day 6: • Introduce the new lab form

• Review process skills

Day 7: 
• LAB DAY:

o Suggested lab: “Dancing Raisins” (directions available at 
http://www.education.com/activity/article/

dancing_raisin_first/)

o Alternative lab: “Freezing: Cup of Cotton”  

Day 8: • Data Analysis:  Discuss the changes that occurred in the lab performed yesterday.

Day 9: • Same DANCING RAISINS or FREEZING: CUPS OF COTTON LAB, but with a change in variable.  A

suggested change is:

o Change the type of liquid used.

Day 10: • Comparison of Days 9 and 10’s lab data

• Use a Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the different labs and their results
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Day 11: • How Are We Going to Write in This Year’s Science Class?

• Introduce journal writing in whole-class format
 

Day 12: • How Are We Going to Write in This Year’s Science Class?, continued

• Students work on journal template individually

• Point out characteristics of journals, discuss what makes a good observation, how good scientists keep records

(written words, pictures, labels, questions in margins, etc.)

Instructional Strategy Resource Guide (See Appendix) 

Vocabulary  

To strengthen science vocabulary skills teachers may select strategies from the Instructional Strategies Guide: Enhancing Science Vocabulary 

Skills. (Example: Pictionary, Scrabble, Sparkle, etc.) 

Science Vocabulary Terms: 

observe      classify  communicate  experiment  predict 

problem solving      predict  problem solving     measure  infer 

hypothesize         control variables   interpret data  design        representation 

reasoning and proof  safety      connect      compare    draw conclusions 

Enrichment 

Activity: Complete the lab again, with a change in 2 variables.  Draw and write about the steps you followed and how the results of the lab 

changed, if at all. 
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To further extend lessons teachers may select enrichment centers found in Instructional Strategies Guide: Enrichment Centers Grades K-5. 

Content Statement-Related Enrichment Centers: 

• What Do You See? (1)

• Sort It! (1)

Classroom Portals/Technology 

Discovery education: 
(http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/) 

• “Professor Fritz” (a segment of

“Timothy Goes To School”)

SMART: 

(Search the Smart Exchange site 

(http://exchange.smarttech.com) 

for these specific titles:) 

• “Sorting” (SMART

Notebook Lesson)

Websites: 

“CSI: Tugboat Thug” 

(http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/6581/preview/) 

“CSI: Squeak Sneak” 

(http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/6030/preview/) 

“Robot Rover” 

(http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/3993/preview/) 
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First Grade First Quarter Life Science 

Grade Band Theme: Observations of the Environment 

This theme focuses on helping students develop the skills for systematic discovery to understand the science of the physical world around 

them in greater depth by using scientific inquiry. 

Topic: Basic Needs of Living Things 

This topic focuses on the physical needs of living things in Ohio. Energy from the sun or food, nutrients, water, shelter, and air are some of 

the physical needs of living things. 

Condensed Content Statements: 

Living things have basic needs, which are met by obtaining materials 

from the physical environment. 

• I understand that energy from the sun or food, nutrients, water,

shelter, and air are some of the physical needs of living things in

Ohio.

• I can observe and ask questions about the natural environment.

Science Inquiry and Application 

During the years of PreK-4 all students must become proficient in the 

use of the following scientific processes, with appropriate laboratory 

safety techniques, to construct their knowledge and understanding in 

all science content areas: 

• I can plan and conduct simple investigations.

• I can employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and

extend the senses.

• I can use appropriate mathematics with data to construct

reasonable explanations.

• I can communicate about observations, investigations, and

explanations.

• I can review and ask questions about the observations and

explanations of others.

Common Misconceptions:   

Anything that moves is alive. (“The truck is moving down the street so it is alive.”)  

Plants and trees are nonliving. (“Plants and trees don’t move or talk so they are non-living”) 

All non-living things are man-made. (A rock is non-living so it is man-made.”) 

Time Frame:  6 weeks 
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Prior Knowledge Current Content Elaboration Future Application of the Concept 

Pre-K-K: Macroscopic 

ways to identify living 

things; Living things 

have physical traits, 

which enable them to 

live in different 

environments. 

    The world has many different environmental conditions that support the life of 

different types of organisms.  The emphasis of this content statement is to build 

an understanding that living things meet their basic needs for survival by 

obtaining necessary things and conditions from the environment.  This includes 

but is not limited to temperature range, amount of sunlight, available food 

sources.  The environment includes both living (plants and animals) and 

nonliving things such as water, air, sunlight, and nutrients. 

     Living things require energy to respond to their environment, grow, and 

reproduce.  From grades pre-Kindergarten to four exposures to many examples 

of energy being used in different everyday situations is appropriate.  A detailed 

discussion of energy is not appropriate at this grade level, because energy is not 

scientifically explained until grade four. 

     The world has many different environmental conditions that support the life 

of different types of organisms.  The emphasis of this content statement is to 

build an understanding that living things meet their basic needs for survival by 

obtaining necessary things and conditions from the environment.  This includes 

but is not limited to temperature range, amount of water, amount of sunlight, 

available food sources.  The environment includes both living (plants and 

animals) and nonliving things such as water, air, sunlight, and nutrients. 

     Living things get the energy they require to respond to their environment, 

grow, and reproduce from their environment.  Exposures to energy being used in 

everyday situations will help promote understanding that living things get 

resources from the physical environment.   A detailed discussion of energy is not 

appropriate at this grade level because energy is not scientifically explained until 

grade four. 

     When studying living things ethical treatment of animals should be employed. 

Respect for and proper treatment of living things should be modeled and taught.  

Refer to NSTA’s position paper on  ethical use and treatment of animals in the 

classroom.  http://www.nsta.org/about/positions/animals.aspx 

Student mastery will include 

understanding of the following: 

Living things require energy, water, 

and a particular range of temperatures 

in their environments. 

Plants get energy from sunlight.  

Animals get energy from plants and 

other animals. 

Living things acquire resources from 

the living and nonliving components 

of the environment. 

Grade 2: How living things impact 

the environment and how the 

environment impacts living things will 

be examined. 

Grades 3-5: Life cycles of plants and 

animals will be explored. 

Grades 6-8: Changes in 

environmental conditions can affect 

how beneficial a trait will be for 

survival and reproductive success of 

an individual or an entire species. 
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Expectations for Learning:  Cognitive Demands and Visions into Practice 

Recalling Accurate 

Science 

(Quadrant A) 

Interpreting and 

Communicating Science 

Concepts 

(Quadrant B) 

Demonstrating 

Science Knowledge 

(Quadrant C) 

Designing Technological/Engineering Solutions 

Using Science Concepts 

(Quadrant D) 

Identify the basic 

survival needs of plants 

and animals (classroom 

pets, plants used in 

classroom experiments.)  

At this grade level, 

students will not be 

assessed on common or 

scientific names of living 

things. 

(Example Question: 

Compare the teeth of a 

giraffe and a lion.  

Describe the similarities 

and differences.) 

Explain ways that animals get 

energy; for example, gerbils eat 

seeds, some birds eat seeds, and 

other birds eat insects.   

Note: It is not appropriate at 

this grade to discuss respiration 

or photosynthesis. 

(Example Question: Choose 

two living things that share 

similar attributes and explain 

how they are similar.  Describe 

a major difference that exists 

between them as well.) 

Investigate the effect 

of environmental 

conditions on the 

growth of plants; for 

example, does 

temperature, amount 

of water, or lack of 

sunlight affect the 

growth of plants? 

(Example Question: 

Implement your 

investigation and 

record your results.  

Use the results to 

draw conclusions 

about how 

environmental 

conditions affect the 

growth of plants.) 

Design an environment that will support a classroom 

pet.  Provide for all of its needs including, but not 

limited to, food, water, air, shelter, cleanliness, and 

safety. 

(Example Questions: Explain how you know that the 

needs of the pet will be met.  Why did you choose this 

pet over another?  Would there be pets that would not 

be appropriate for the classroom?  Evaluate why they 

would not be good classroom pets.) 
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Resources: 

Lessons 

• What Are Living and Nonliving Things?

• Basic Needs—Part 1

• Where Food Comes From

Reproducible Books 

• All Animals Need Food and Shelter

• Basic Needs

• Do You Know Where Food Comes From?

Literature: 

• What’s Alive? by Kathleen Weidner Zoenfeld

• Living Things: Is It Alive? by Sally Hewitt

• Animal Needs by Sue Baraclough

• Living Things by John Farndon

• Living and Nonliving by Carol K. Lindeen

• Is It Living or Nonliving? by Rebecca Rissman

• Are You Living? A Song About Living and

Nonliving by Laurie Purdie Salas

• What Is a Living Thing? By Bobbie D. Kalman
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Instructional Strategy Resource Guide (See Appendix) 
This section provides additional support and information for educators. These are strategies for actively engaging students with the topic and for providing hands-on, 

minds-on observation and exploration of the topic, including authentic data resources for scientific inquiry, experimentation and problem-based tasks that incorporate 

technology and technological and engineering design. Resources selected are printed or Web-based materials that directly relate to the particular Content Statement. It is 

not intended to be a prescriptive list of lessons.  

• The Toledo Zoo offers distance learning Life Science opportunities for animal adaptations. Children can begin to explore how animal

traits play a role in survival.

• The Annenberg Media series Essential Science for Teachers: Life Science: Session 1: What is Life provides background information

about the basic needs of living things and provides classroom strategies for instruction.

• Observe a variety of living things in the wild or the classroom and ask questions about how they survive. How do they get food?

Where do they live? What do they use for shelter? The Ohio Department of Natural Resources website also provides information

about observing animals in the wild and promotes safety for children and wildlife. The Guide to Using Animals in the Classroom

explains legally which organisms may be collected.

• Explore various plant life in the local environment. Document the conditions that support the plant. Ask: Is the area moist? Is it dry?

Does it get lots of sun or shade? What other types of plants are in the area? The physical characteristics and habitat requirements for

native trees in Ohio can be found on the Ohio State Extension website.

Vocabulary  

To strengthen science vocabulary skills teachers may select strategies from the Instructional Strategies Guide: Enhancing Science 

Vocabulary Skills. (Example: Pictionary, Scrabble, Sparkle, etc.) 

Science Vocabulary Terms: 

living                                     nonliving                                     food                               shelter                          air 

water  needs 

Enrichment  

Activity: Observe an animal in its natural environment.  Choose a different environment and describe how the animal would have to adapt 

(e.g., a camel in the Arctic; a polar bear in the rain forest; etc.) 
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To further extend lessons teachers may select enrichment centers found in Instructional Strategies Guide: Enrichment Centers Grades K-5. 

Content Statement-Related Enrichment Centers: 

• Bug House (1)

• Build a Habitat (1)

• Build an Insect (1)

• One Small Square (1)

• Nature Scavenger Hunt (2)

Classroom Portals/Technology: 

Discovery Education: 

(http://streaming.discoveryeducati 
on.com/) 

• Living and Nonliving

Things

• Everybody Needs Food

(all segments)

SMART: 

(Search the Smart Exchange site 

(http://exchange.smarttech.com) 

for these specific titles:) 

• Animal Needs

• Dead or Alive

• Plant Needs

• What Is Real About Plants

and Animals?

Websites: 

“Ourselves” 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/scienceclips/ages5_6/ourselves.sht

ml) 

At this interactive website, students explore and sort several 

things including a horse, an ant, a hat and more.  Students can see 

how each moves and determine if it is living or not.  When done, 

students can take a quiz on what they have learned. 

“Family Tree Kids” 

(http://kids.familytreemagazine.com/kids/FamilyTreeForm.asp) 

“Online Field Journal” 

(http://www.amnh.org/ncslet/online_field_journal/index.html) 

“One Inch Square Project” 

(http://www.hhmi.org/coolscience/forkids/inchsquare/index.html) 
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What Are Living and Nonliving Things? 

Grade 1 

 1 

Suggested Time Frame: 

1-2 days
Condensed Content Statements: 

Living things have basic needs, which are met by 
obtaining materials from the physical 
environment. Materials: 

Picture cards, 10-12
(Science kit OR
Storytown materials)
Science Big Book
Construction paper
Writing paper
Crayons/markers
Science journals

Optional: 

Pocket chart

Living things require energy, water, and a 
particular range of temperatures in their 
environments. 

Plants get energy from sunlight.  Animals get 
energy from plants and other animals. 

Living things acquire resources from the living 
and nonliving components of the environment. 

Vocabulary: 

Sorting 
Living 
Non-living 

Lesson Summary: 

The class will determine the difference between 
living and non-living things by sorting picture 
cards and expressing their knowledge by 
completing a Big Book of living and nonliving 
things. 

Process Skills: 

Observe 
Communicate 
Infer 
Compare 
Draw Conclusions 
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Teacher Background 

We are surrounded by living and non-living things.  All animals and plants are living things
and biology is the study of these living things.  A cat playing with a ball is obviously living.  A
pigeon flying from tree to tree is also a living thing.  Sometimes it is not so easy to decide.
Plants are living things but they do not play with balls or fly.
Living things need food, air, water, shelter and space.  Nonliving things do not need food, air
and water.  The extended lesson on UnitedStreaming is a short quiz that can be displayed on
the Smartboard or classroom computer.

Engage (Warm-up) 

1. Have students observe the illustration on page 68 in the Science Big Book and discuss what
they see.

2. Ask:  What are some similarities and differences between the dog and the rubber ducks?
Are the rubber ducks living or nonliving?  How can you tell?

Explore (Instructional Strategies) 

1. Create two columns labeled “Living” and “Non-living” on a pocket chart (cover words to
use later in the lesson).  Have random picture cards from the Science kit displayed.

2. Review the picture cards and inform students that they are going to sort them.  Do not give
guidelines for sorting; however, explain what it means to sort.

3. Discuss findings and their rationale for sorting.  Now display the headings “Living” and “Non-
living” on the pocket chart.  Explain the “non” means “not”.   Have the students rearrange
the cards to fit the categories.

4. Discuss the differences between living and nonliving things (living things need food, water,
air, shelter and space).

5. View the UnitedStreaming video titled Living and Nonliving Things Quiz (optional).

6. Have students create a group Big Book.  Each group member must include an illustration of
one living and one non living thing along with an explanation that explains (Ex. A human is
living because…).

http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=93B17DDC-308F-4CD1-8D5D-0708242D5F4B&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
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Interdisciplinary Connections 

Math:  Create a graph that shows the living, nonliving, and dead (leather shoes) items in the 
classroom. 

Assessment: 

1. What are the characteristics of living things?  What are the characteristics of nonliving
things?

2. How do you know that nonliving things are nonliving?
3. Are you a living thing?  Why or why not?
4. Are seeds living or nonliving?  How do you know?
5. Could something that is nonliving ever become a living thing?
6. Do all living things move?   Can a living thing be a non-moving thing?  Tell how you know.
7. Can non-living things move?  Give an example and tell what makes it move.
8. Icicles “grow,” but are they alive?  Why do you think so?
9. Explain the difference between nonliving and dead.

Reteach Ideas 

1. Provide a visual glossary of living and nonliving things to post in the classroom.
2. Cut pictures out of magazines to sort.

Closure 

1. Give four objects (Ex. ball, rock, cup, water).  In science journals, tell how they are living or
nonliving.

2. Students can also have an arrangement of pictures to label living or nonliving.
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Extensions/Additional Resources 

Classroom Portals/Technology: 

   Literature: 

Are You Living? A Song About Living and Nonliving Things by Laura Purdie Salas  



Basic Needs – Part 1 
Grade 1  

 1 

Condensed Content Statements: Suggested Time Frame: 

1 day Living things have basic needs, which are met by 
obtaining materials from the physical 
environment. 

Materials: 

Science journals
Harcourt picture cards
(animals)

Living things require energy, water, and a 
particular range of temperatures in their 
environments. 

Plants get energy from sunlight.  Animals get 
energy from plants and other animals. 

Living things acquire resources from the living 
and nonliving components of the environment. 

Vocabulary: 

Habitat 
Food 
Shelter 
Air 
Water 
Space 
Needs 
Survival 
Compare 
Conclude 

Lesson Summary: 

Students will learn the basic needs of living things 
and compare how needs and habitats are 
connected. 

Process Skills:  

Classify 
Communicate 
Representation 
Compare 
Draw Conclusions 

Explain that food is a basic need of plants and
animals (e.g., plants need sunlight to make food and
to grow, animals eat plants and/or other animals for
food, food chain) and is important because it is a
source of energy (e.g., energy used to play, ride
bicycles, read, etc.).
Identify that there are many distinct environments
that support different kinds of organisms. (LS-2)
Explain why organisms can survive only in
environments that meet their needs. (LS-3)
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Teacher Background 

The place where a plant or animal lives and grows is its habitat.  A habitat must provide
things to meet an organism’s needs.  Living things must have all of their basic needs met to
survive.  The five basic needs are food, water, air (oxygen), shelter and space.
Food:  Animals must find food in order to survive.  Animals can change food into energy
which allows them to stay healthy and grow.  Through a process known as photosynthesis,
plants can make their own food using energy from the sun, water, and other nutrients.
Water:  All living things need water to survive.  Water is used for absorbing and digesting food
and turning it into energy.  Water spreads out through the cells of both animals and plants.
The amount of water in a habitat determines which plants and animals are able to thrive
and survive there.
Space:  Living things require space to survive.  Animals establish territories large enough to
provide food and water for themselves and their young.  If an area becomes overcrowded,
food and water will become unavailable, causing animals to fight, leave, or die.  Plants also
need space to survive. Plant seeds that are too close together compete with each other for
water and nutrients.  Only the strongest plants will survive.
Shelter:  Animals need a safe place to raise their families and rest.  Animal shelters should
provide comfort from weather conditions.  Some animals build nests, dig burrows in the
ground, or live in tree hollows.  Shelter may be found under rocks, the branches of trees or
bushes, or under piles of leaves.  Plants also need shelter.  Taller plants shelter younger plants
from harsh weather until they are well rooted.  Some plants need periods of shade from the
sun or protection from the wind.  Regardless, both plants and animals can only live where
conditions are favorable for them.
Air:  All living things take in gases of some form.  Animals’ bodies automatically breathe in air,
use the oxygen from the air, and exhale carbon dioxide.  Fish are adapted to using the
oxygen dissolved in the water around them.  Oxygen is carried to all of the cells of the body.
Plants need air, too.  Plants use carbon dioxide from the air and produce oxygen for animals
to breathe. Plants also use small amounts of oxygen.

Engage (Warm-up) 

1. Have the students gather in one location and gradually move closer together based on the
directions from the teacher.

2. Once students are so close that they do not have enough space, start a discussion by asking
students, “What happened as you moved closer together? Could an animal survive like this?
Why or why not?”

3. Inform the students that space is one of the five basic needs of all living things.
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Explore (Instructional Strategies) 

1. Ask the class to brainstorm basic needs for all living things using a web.  Discuss which things
are necessary and identify that there are five basic needs for living things (food, water,
shelter, space and air).  Emphasis that all 5 basic needs must be met for organisms to survive
and that the needs are met through an organism’s habitat.

2. Create gestures to help students remember the basic needs (Ex. put finger tips together over
heads for shelter).

3. Use the reproducible books (Basic Needs and All Animals Need Food and Shelter) to
reinforce the 5 basic needs of all living things.

4. In science journals, draw a picture of any animal in its natural home and label its five basic
needs.

* The following chart can be used as a teacher reference.

Name of Animal Food Shelter Water 

Toad Insects, slugs, 
snails, worms 

Logs, rocks, 
leaves 

Rain, puddles 

Snake Birds, mammals, 
frogs, reptiles 

Under rocks or 
logs, trees 

Puddles, prey 

Tiger Mammals Tall grass Prey, lakes, rivers, 
streams, puddles 

Eagle Small mammals Large nests in 
high trees 

Prey, lakes, rivers, 
streams 

Fish Worms, plants, 
algae 

Under docks, 
plants  

Live in water 

Bee Nectar Hive Nectar

Flower Makes its own Other plants and 
shade 

Roots 

Human Meat and plants house In food, drinks 
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Interdisciplinary Connections 

Play Oh Deer through Project Wild. Take class to a large open area.  This activity allows students 
to realize the importance of three basic needs, food, water and shelter.  Split the students 
evenly into four groups by having them count off by fours and each group going to a separate 
area.  The ones group becomes deer.  The deer groups’ goal is to find a good habitat with food, 
water and shelter.  When the deer is looking for food, it should clamp its hands over its stomach. 
When the deer is looking for water, it should clamp its hands over its mouth.  When the deer is 
looking for shelter it should clamp its hands over its head.  The other groups (2, 3, and 4) become 
either food, water or shelter in each round.  The other groups depict what they are by using the 
same gesture that the deer show what they are looking for.  The game starts with the habitat 
components in lines with their backs turned to the deer.  The first round begins with the teacher 
telling students to make their signs; each deer decides what it is looking for and each habitat 
deciding which component they want to become.  Count to three and ask the deer to turn 
around.  They have to run to another student who has become what they need.  Each deer 
must hold their sign until getting what they need.  Each deer that reaches its necessary habitat 
component takes the “food,” water” or “shelter” back to the deer side of meeting its needs, 
and successfully reproducing as a result.  Any deer that fails to find its food, water, or shelter dies 
and becomes part of the habitat.  That is, in the next round, the deer that died becomes a 
habitat component.  Keep track of how many deer there are at the beginning of the activity, 
and at the end of each round you record the number of deer also.  Play for fifteen rounds. 
Discuss what happened.   

Assessment 

1. How are the two animals alike?
2. How are the two animals different?
3. What are the basic needs of all living things? (food, shelter, water, air and space)
4. What might happen when one or more of the basic needs of living things are not met?

(Possible responses may include death, sickness, and not growing properly)
5. Fish are living things.  They live underwater.  Do they have the same basic needs as other

animals?  How do they meet these needs?
6. Do plants have the same basic needs as animals?  How do they meet their needs?

Reteach Ideas 

1. Students can demonstrate previous gestures learned to classmates to reinforce daily.
2. As a class, create a song that explains the five basic needs and include the gestures.
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Closure 

Students can compare their animals with a partner and then write a conclusion in journals based 
on the comparison. 

Extensions/Additional Resources 

Classroom Portals/Technology:  

     Literature:  

Under One Rock: Bugs, Slugs, and Other Ughs by Anthony D. Fredericks and Jennifer  
      DiRubbio 



Where Food Comes From 
Grade 1 

 1 

Suggested Time Frame: 

1 day 
Condensed Content Statements: 

Living things have basic needs, which are met by 
obtaining materials from the physical 
environment. Materials: 

Magazine pictures of
foods (bread, milk,
meat, salad, potato
chips, fruit)
Paper for a fold book

Living things require energy, water, and a 
particular range of temperatures in their 
environments. 

Plants get energy from sunlight.  Animals get 
energy from plants and other animals. 

Vocabulary: 

Farm 
Farmer 
Orchard 
Factory 
Ocean 
Lake 
Forest 

Living things acquire resources from the living 
and nonliving components of the environment. 

Lesson Summary:   

Students will learn where their food comes from. 

Process Skills: 

Classify 
Communicate  
Compare 
Draw Conclusions 



Where Food Comes From 
Grade 1 

 2 

Teacher Background  

Children who have lived in the city all their lives may not have any experience with the origin
of their food.  They might not know about farms, orchards or even factories where food is
made.  This lesson endeavors to begin to give them background.
The food that we eat comes from a variety of places.  Even though some of our food comes
from other countries, much of the food we see in our groceries comes from someplace in the
U.S.  We are able to have some foods year-round because of the various climate regions in
our country.  The current trend is to buy locally grown food to support local farmers and help
the environment by reducing fuel costs.
As humans, we are part of the food chain.  However, we are at the top of the food chain as
we are the consumers of both plants and animals.

Engage (Warm-up)

1. Recall the basic needs of living things.   Identify the need we have for food.

2. Show actual food samples or magazine pictures of foods (Ex. bread, milk, hamburger or any
meat, salad, potato chips, fruit. etc.)

3. Ask students if they know where these foods come from (many students will think they come
from the grocery).  Explain to them that the food comes from somewhere else before it
arrives at the grocery.

Explore (Instructional Strategies) 

1. Show the video, Everybody Needs Food (all segments).  Though this is 19 minutes, it gives 
students a good background on the origin of several foods.  If you do not have time for all 
the segments, show Where Does Food Come From? (3:33 min.) and Dairy Products (1:58 
min.).

2. Have students work in small groups to tell where various foods from the video come from.

3. Students can draw a food/foods or cut something from a magazine to glue to a plate.  On 
the back of the plate they can write where the food originates and ways that it may be 
used.  They can tell more than one step (Ex. the cheese comes from milk which comes from 
a cow---cheese is used in macaroni and cheese).

4. Also, they can do the worksheet, “Where Does Food Come From?”

5. Come together as a group to share information generated.  Record students’ contributions 
on a chart to display. 

http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=627C3297-5389-4814-8B3F-D7DF628B94A5&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US%20
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6. Read together the reproducible book, “Do You Know Where Our Food Comes From?”

Interdisciplinary Connections 

1. Social Studies:  Learning more about farms and the importance of farms to our economy
would be a good extension.

2. Health:  This might be a good time to do the Health unit on Nutrition.  Talk about the
importance of a variety of foods and learn which foods are important for growth.

Assessment 

1. Where does the food we eat come from?
2. What is a farm?  What is an orchard?

Reteach Ideas 

1. Using the reproducible book, “Do You Know Where Our Food Comes From?” have the
students highlight important concepts.

2. Bring in foods for the students to make histories of.  For example, bring in bread and students
will draw the bread, then draw the factory, then draw the field of wheat.

3. Review the body parts that we use to get our food.

Closure 

      Students will make a layered fold book.  Take 2 sheets of 8 ½ x 14 paper and slide them so that 
they overlap but are slid apart 1 inch.  Fold the papers over and staple.   You have now created 
4 ‘steps’.  On the top students will put a title, “Where Does Food Come From?”  On the first step 
they will draw a chicken leg.  They should lift up the page and draw where that food comes 
from.  On the next 2 steps they will draw French fries and a milkshake.  They will lift up those 
pages and draw where they come from. 
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Extensions/Additional Resources 

Classroom Portals/Technology: 

     Discovery Education:   

Everybody Needs Food (all segments) 19 minutes 

Literature:  

Where Food Comes From by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent  

http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=627C3297-5389-4814-8B3F-D7DF628B94A5&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US


Name: _____________________________ 
Where Does Food Come From? 

vegetables 

meat 

fish 

rice 

fruit 

milk 

Word Bank 

farm            ocean                orchard   





Draw one way that people might use 
a plant for shelter. 

Plants as Shelter

13 



Write or draw one way that you can 
use animals for food. Do the same 
thing for plants. 

Animals as Food

     Animals have basic needs, including 
water, food, air, and shelter.  Animals 
depend on plants and other animals to 
meet their needs.  They use specific 
body parts to gather food. 

Plants as Food

Read Along 

Birds    use    trees   for    food    and 

shelter. 

12 1 



     Squirrels use trees in many 
different ways.  Squirrels eat the 
nuts from the tree for food.  
Squirrels use their front paws to 
gather and hold the nuts.  They use 
their long front teeth to break 
nutshells. 

     Other animals migrate, or move, to 
find food and shelter in the winter. 
Ducks and geese fly south during the 
winter months and fly back in the 
spring. 

Read Along 

Squirrels    eat    nuts    from    trees. 

Read Along 

Some    animals    move    to    warmer  

places    in    the    winter. 

2 11 



     Many animals rest or hibernate 
during the winter to save energy.  
There is less food available during the 
cold winter months so the animals go 
into a slowed down state of rest. 

     The squirrel also uses the tree as a 
shelter or a home.  Some squirrels live 
in holes of trees. Others build nests 
out of leaves and mud up in the tree 
branches. 

Read Along 

Bears    hibernate    during    the 

winter. 

Read Along 

Squirrels    build    nests    in    trees. 

10 3 



 
 
 
 

     Many birds eat the seeds of 
plants.  Birds may also eat other 
organisms such as, worms, fish, and 
frogs.  Birds use their beaks to break 
seeds, tear meat, or to pick up food. 

      Deer hide and rest near tall plants 
and trees.  Deer use the forest to 
help protect themselves from the 
heat and the cold of the summer and 
winter months. 

 

 

 

Read Along 
 

Eagles    like    to    eat    fish. 

 Read Along 
 

The    forest    is    cool    in    the  
 

summer. 

4  9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



     Deer eat plants and leaves during 
the spring and summer months.  They 
eat tree bark in the winter months.  
Deer have flat teeth for grinding the 
plants. 

     Birds use leaves, sticks, feathers, 
and even animal fur to build their 
nests.  Some nests are larger than 
others.  Ostriches need large nests 
because they lay very big eggs. 

Read Along 

Deer    eat    tree    bark    in    the   

winter. 

Read Along 

Birds    use    many    different     

things    to    build    their   nests. 

8 5 



     Coyotes must hunt for their food.  
They eat other animals such as 
rabbits, frogs, or even deer.  Coyotes 
use their sharp teeth to tear meat 
from the bones of these animals. 

     The coyotes find shelter within 
holes, caves, and around large plants.  
This keeps them safe, warm, and dry 
during the year. 

Read Along 

Some    animals    eat    other     

animals    for    food. 

Read Along 

Coyotes    live    in    holes,    and    in 

caves. 

6 7 



 Living Things- First 
Grade  

All 
Animals 
Need 

Food and 
Shelter! 



Read Along 

In   the   space    below   
write   about 

your    basic    needs. 

Where  do  you  get  your  
water  from? 

Describe   your   shelter  
(house). 

Describe  your  yard  
(living  space). 

9 



      The  basic  needs  of  
all organisms  are  food,  
water, shelter,  air,  and  
living  space. 
 

       An  organism  is  any  
living  thing,  such  as  an  
animal  or  a  plant. 
 

 

 

 

Read Along 
 
We    all    need    food,    
water,    air,   and    a    
home    or    shelter. 
 

 Read Along 
 

Living    things    are    
called   organisms. 

8  1 
 
 
 
 
 
 



All organisms have 
basic needs. 
Basic needs are the 
things plants and animals 
must have to survive. 

     All organisms need a 
living space to grow, 
reproduce and survive. 

Read Along 

Our    basic    needs    
are    air,   food,    water, 
and    a    home. 

Read Along 

Even    animals    need    to 
play   to  grow. 

2 7 



     All organisms, plants 
and animals, need shelter 
from the weather and 
other animals to survive. 

     All organisms need 
water to survive and 
grow.  Some animals need 
more water than others. 

Read-Along 

We    have    homes    to  
protect   us. 

Read-Along 

All    living    things    need 
water. 

6 3 



     All organisms need 
food to survive.  Some 
animals eat a lot of food 
in the fall because they 
hibernate in the winter.  
The food they eat in the 
fall helps to feed their 
bodies in the winter. 

     All organisms need air 
to survive. 
Even animals in the ocean 
need air.  Some come to 
the surface to breath  
in their air.  Others, like 
fish, can breath 
underwater. 

Read-Along 

All    living    things    need 
food. 

Read-Along 

All    living    things    need 
air. 

4 5 
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Youngtown City Schools 
Model Curriculum Framework 

First Grade 
First Quarter                   Thinking Like a Scientist

Grade Band Theme: Observations of the Environment 
This theme focuses on helping students develop the skills for systematic discovery to understand the science of the physical 

world around them in greater depth by using scientific inquiry. 
Topic: Thinking Like a Scientist 

This topic focuses on readying first grade students for the year’s science investigations and studies by familiarizing 
them with the methods and processes of science in the elementary school. 

Science Inquiry and Application 
During the years of PreK-4 all students must become proficient in the use of the following scientific processes, with 
appropriate laboratory safety techniques, to construct their knowledge and understanding in all science content 
areas: 

• I can plan and conduct simple investigations.
• I can employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and extend the senses.
• I can use appropriate mathematics with data to construct reasonable explanations.
• I can communicate about observations, investigations, and explanations.
• I can review and ask questions about the observations and explanations of others.

Time Frame: 3 weeks 



Youngstown City Schools 
Model Curriculum Framework 

Prior Knowledge Current Content Elaboration Future Application of the Concept 
 Students worked with the 
basic science process skills 
in Kindergarten. 

The emphasis of this content statement is 
to build a grade appropriate 
understanding of the basic science 
processes they will be using throughout 
elementary school, including: observe, 
classify, communicate, experiment, 
predict, problem solve, measure, infer, 
hypothesize, control variables, interpret 
data, design, representation, reasoning 
and proof, safety, connect, compare, and 
draw conclusions. 

Student mastery will include understanding of the 
following: 
Students will use all of the basic science process 
skills appropriately and understand their 
importance in conducting investigations and 
communicating the results of those 
communications to others. 

Common Misconceptions: 

The process of science is purely analytic and does not involve creativity.  (“When I work on a science investigation, I 
can only follow the directions, without adding any ideas of my own.”) 
Investigations that don’t reach a firm, definite conclusion are useless and unpublishable.  (“This investigation didn’t 
prove what I set out to prove, so it’s a waste of time.”) 
Science is boring. (“Science is boring!”) 



Youngstown City Schools 
Model Curriculum Framework 

Daily “Thinking Like a Scientist” Lessons: 

Day 1: 
• Introduction to the year’s science class
• “Tour the Room”
• Assign class roles (e.g., Timer, Material Getter, Recorder)

Day 2: 
• Introduction to Lab Safety, Procedures, and Supplies
• Suggested Read-aloud: Lessons in Science Safety with Max Axiom, Super Scientist by Donald

B. Lemke and Thomas K. Addison (or another book about science process skills)
• Create a Science Safety flip-book and illustrate

Day 3: 
• Begin Lab, emphasizing Safety Procedures
• “Make a Mixture”  **Non-food items can be used!**
• Science Process Skills practiced: Observe, Communicate, Safety, Draw Conclusions 

Day 4: • Complete Lab, emphasizing Safety Procedures
•  

Day 5: 
• Wrap up discussion of safety and its importance
• Possible game, video, or song (Suggested UnitedStreaming video: “Professor Fritz” (a

segment of “Timothy Goes to School”)
• Use Elmo, SmartBoard, document camera, or overhead materials
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Day 6: • Introduce the new lab form
• Review process skills

Day 7: 
• LAB DAY:

o Suggested lab: “Dancing Raisins” (directions available at
http://www.education.com/activity/article/dancing_raisin_first/)

o Alternative lab: “Freezing: Cup of Cotton” (TE pp. 176-177)

Day 8: • Data Analysis:  Discuss the changes that occurred in the lab performed yesterday.

Day 9: • Same DANCING RAISINS or FREEZING: CUPS OF COTTON LAB, but with a change in variable.
A suggested change is:
o Change the type of liquid used.

Day 10: • Comparison of Days 9 and 10’s lab data
• Use a Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the different labs and their results

Day 11: • How Are We Going to Write in This Year’s Science 
Class?

• Introduce journal writing in whole-class format
 

http://www.education.com/activity/article/dancing_raisin_first/
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Day 12: • How Are We Going to Write in This Year’s Science Class?, continued
• Students work on journal template individually
• Point out characteristics of journals, discuss what makes a good observation, how good

scientists keep records (written words, pictures, labels, questions in margins, etc.)

Instructional Strategy Resource Guide (See Appendix) 

Writing Portfolio Prompts 
Teachers create opportunities for students to communicate scientifically by using Writing Portfolio Science Prompts.  
These prompts align with the writing portfolio timeline, therefore, they may be used in place of the provided prompts 
(Check with your school administrator).   

Vocabulary  
To strengthen science vocabulary skills teachers may select strategies from the Instructional Strategies Guide: 
Enhancing Science Vocabulary Skills. (Example: Pictionary, Scrabble, Sparkle, etc.) 
Science Vocabulary Terms: 
observe              classify         communicate       experiment                 predict 
problem solving     predict            problem solving    measure             infer 
hypothesize                         control variables         interpret data      design              representation 
reasoning and proof         safety            connect              compare     draw conclusions 

Enrichment 
Activity: Complete the lab again, with a change in 2 variables.  Draw and write about the steps you followed and 
how the results of the lab changed, if at all. 

To further extend lessons teachers may select enrichment centers found in Instructional Strategies Guide: Enrichment 
Centers Grades K-5.  
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Content Statement-Related Enrichment Centers: 
• What Do You See? (1)
• Sort It! (1)

Classroom Portals/Technology 
UnitedStreaming: 
(http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/)

• “Professor Fritz” (a
segment of “Timothy
Goes To School”)

SMART: 
(Search the Smart Exchange site 
(http://exchange.smarttech.com) for 
these specific titles:) 

• “Sorting” (SMART Notebook
Lesson)

Websites: 

“CSI: Tugboat Thug” 
(http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/6581/preview/) 

“CSI: Squeak Sneak” 
(http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/6030/preview/) 

“Robot Rover” 
(http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/3993/preview/) 

http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/
http://exchange.smarttech.com/
http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/6581/preview/
http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/6030/preview
http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/3993/preview/


      You are going to be a scientist 
 this year. 

Read Along 

Write     three     things     you     

can    in • ves •ti• gate. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

9 



     Scientists help each other draw 
conclusions, or ideas about the 
results of their investigations. 

     Scientists are people who ask 
questions and try to find solutions.   

Read Along 

I     can     help     my     friends     in 

science     class. 

Read Along 

I     can     be     a      true     scientist 

in     science     class. 

8 1 



     Scientists ask questions like 
“What happens when soil erodes?” or 
“How do magnets work?” 

     Scientists share their data, or 
information with other scientists.  
Scientists share their data through 
graphs, charts, pictures, writings, and 
personal conversations. 

Read Along 

I     will     ask     questions     in   

science     class. 

Read Along 

I     can     talk     with     my    friends 

about     what     I     learned     in 

science     class. 

2 7 



     During investigations or 
experiments, scientists make 
observations and record data about 
what they discover. 

     Some scientists work in 
laboratories and others work in 
classrooms.  No matter where a 
scientist works, they must follow the 
safety rules. 

• Always wear safety goggles.

• Never put anything in your
mouth.

• Wash your hands when you are
done with your investigations.

Read Along 

I     can     see,     hear,     smell,    and 

touch     in     science     class. 

Read Along 

I     can     follow     the     safety 

rules     in     science      class. 

6 3 



     Not all scientists work by 
themselves.  Some scientists work in 
small groups or very large groups. 

     Scientists need to design 
investigations or experiments to help 
them find answers to their questions. 

Read Along 

I     can     work     with     my     

friends     in     science     class. 

Read Along 

I     can     find     answers     to    my   

questions     in      science     class. 

4 5 



UNIT: Thinking Like a Scientist – 
1st grade 





     One basic need of all organisms is  
food.   Do you know where your food  
comes from? 

Answer and Share 

What is your favorite food? 

What  is  your  favorite  food  
made  from? 

How is your favorite food grown? 

Read Along 

All    people    need    food    to     live. 
How did your favorite food get to 
you?      

1 10 



     Big fishing boats go out everyday 
and catch the fish.  The fish are then 
shipped to grocery stores and 
factories for canning and processing. 

     Not all food comes from the 
grocery store.  Some foods are grown 
on farms and in orchards.  Other 
foods come from oceans, lakes, and 
rivers. 

Read Along 

Fish    are    caught    by     fishermen. 

Read Along 

Food    in    the    store    comes     

from    many    different    places. 

9 2 



     Vegetables and grains for bread 
come from large farms.  These farms 
sell the crops to grocery stores and 
factories. 

     The fish in our grocery stores 
come from many different lakes, 
rivers and oceans. 

Read Along 

Farms    grow    many    of    the   

foods    we    like    to    eat. 

Read Along 

Fish    live    in    many    different   

bodies    of    water. 

3 8 



     Some  farmers,  called ranchers 
raise cows, pigs, and chickens for 
meat, eggs, and dairy products.  Dairy 
products are milks, cheeses, ice 
creams, and yogurts. 

     Fruits like oranges, apples, 
bananas, and peaches are grown on 
trees in orchards and then shipped to 
factories to make other food items. 

Read Along 

Ranchers    raise    cows    and     pigs. 

Read Along 

Some    fruits    are    grown    on   

trees    in    orchards. 

7 4 



     Some of the foods that are grown 
on farms and orchards are packaged 
in big factories and then sent to your 
grocery store. 

    Boxes of cereal or cartons of 
orange juice are examples of foods 
that have been packaged before going 
to the store. 

insert picture here 

Read Along 

Milk    from    cows    is    bottled    in  

a    dairy. 

Read Along 

Food    at    the    store    is    

packaged    in    boxes    and    jugs. 

5 6 



Do You  
Know 
Where 

Our Food
Comes 
From? 

 
Living Things -1st Grade 




